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4. Case: The ETF Marketing and Discussion Platform 

In order to demonstrate and test the analysis framework we’ve proposed, we chose the 
case of designing an ETF marketing and discussion platform. 

4.1. ETF Overview 

Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs) are investment hybrids combined from several 
financial products: stocks, index funds and mutual funds. An ETF is funded and issues shares 
as a mutual fund; an ETF tracks a financial index as index funds; and most notably of all, 
shares of an ETF can be traded as stocks in markets (Bernstein, 2002; Liu & Ou, 2005; 
Wikipedia, 2008c). 

In an open-end mutual fund (OEF), shares may increase or decrease due to 
investors‘ acquisition or redemption; the shares can only be traded at the closing price at the 
end of the market day. On the contrary, a closed-end mutual fund (CEF) has fixed shares since 
it’s funded, the shares is tradable anytime during the market day (Wikipedia, 2008c). Hence 
CEFs are usually more stable than OEFs; managers do not need to sell securities for cash 
when share are sold. But CEFs suffer problems of discount or premium deviations; the market 
price and net asset value are not always the same (usually in discounts). In OEFs, the two are 
precisely equal to each other.  

ETFs are divided into primary market (institutional investors) and secondary market 
(individual investors). Investors can trade ETF shares as CEF’s and company stocks in latter 
market, but cannot acquire or redeem them; the only way to do so is via primary market. 
Institutional (or rich individual) investors may acquire “creation units” – consist a block of 
shares – by exchange a portfolio of securities made up exactly as the same as ETF’s index 
(Bernstein, 2002; Liu & Ou, 2005; Wikipedia, 2008c). 

This in-kind redemption/creation effectively reduces potential deviation of ETFs. If 
one ETF’s market price is higher than its net asset value (premium), institutional investors 
can acquire creation units with securities with same value, which is lower than ETF shares’ 
market price. These new shares would be sold; institutional investors gain profit in price 
difference. The market price decrease until it is equal to net asset value. 

We list advantages of ETFs below (Bernstein, 2002; Liu & Ou, 2005; Wikipedia, 
2008c): 

(1)  Lower deviation between market price and net asset value: there are usually 10-20% 
discounts or premiums in OEFs, 5% in CEFs, and less than 0.2% in ETFs. 

(2)  Lower cost: because ETFs track indexes passively, the turnover is less than mutual 
funds. Operation fees are higher than 1% in mutual funds; it’s only 0.1-1% in most 
ETFs. 

(3)  Tax efficiency: lower turnover and in-kind redemption/creation results lower cash 
capital gains to share holders. Dividends are also rarely made in ETFs. 

(4)  Buying and selling flexibility: it’s fairly easy to buy or sell ETF shares in stock markets. 

(5)  Market exposure and diversification: an ETF share represents a portfolio of securities 
to an index. Investors do not need much time and information for extensive investment, 
and can reduce risks via diversification. 

(6)  Transparency: all ETFs are required to disclose index and portfolio information to all 
investors. The prices of ETFs are updated every 5-15 seconds during the market day. 

Since the first fund in 1993, ETFs have become one of the rapid-growth financial 
products in recent years, with great advantages and future potentials. By comparing total 
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assets/numbers of global ETFs to other two funds, we can see how powerful ETFs have been 
(Table 3 and 4). 

According to ICI (2008b), total assets and numbers of global ETFs at May 30th, 2008 
are $571,109 million dollars and 644. 

Table 3. Total assets of global mutual funds, closed-end funds and ETFs, 1996-2007 
End of Year Total assets of mutual funds 

(millions of dollars) 
Total assets of closed-end funds 
(millions of dollars) 

Total assets of ETFs 
(millions of dollars) 

1996 $6,100,524 $146,991 $2,411
1997 $7,290,997 $151,845 $6,707
1998 $9,594,550 $155,815 $15,568
1999 $11,762,345 $147,016 $33,873
2000 $11,781,028 $143,134 $65,585
2001 $11,654,866 $141,250 $82,993
2002 $11,324,128 $158,805 $102,143
2003 $14,048,311 $214,088 $150,983
2004 $16,164,793 $254,295 $227,540
2005 $17,771,027 $276,330 $300,820
2006 $21,764,912 $298,324 $422,550
2007 $26,199,000 $314,935 $608,420
Compound annual 
growth rate* 

12.91% 6.56% 58.55%

Average annual growth 
rate* 

14.71% 7.68% 71.48%

(Source: Investment Company Institute (ICI), 2008a, 2008b, 2008c. *Note: the rates are calculated 
separately.) 

Table 4. Numbers of global mutual funds, closed-end funds and ETFs, 1996-2007 
End of Year Numbers of mutual 

funds 
Numbers of closed-end 
funds 

Numbers of ETFs 

1996 31,782 498 19
1997 39,734 488 19
1998 50,266 493 29
1999 52,746 512 30
2000 51,692 482 80
2001 52,849 493 102
2002 54,110 545 113
2003 54,569 586 119
2004 55,524 619 152
2005 56,868 633 204
2006 61,506 646 359
2007 66,350 647 629
Compound annual growth 
rate* 

6.33% 2.21% 33.86%

Average annual growth rate* 7.29% 2.50% 43.59%
(Source: Investment Company Institute (ICI), 2008a, 2008b, 2008c. *Note: rates are calculated 

separately.) 
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Figure 11. Total assets and numbers of ETFs in United States, 2002-YTD 2008 
(Source: State Street Global Advisors (SSgA), May 2008) 

4.2. Problem 

Web 2.0 applications are designed for user contribution and contents sharing; they are 
highly suitable for customer communities. The most common traditional virtual communities 
are online discussion forums. Blogs – weblogs – are Web 2.0 applications as well as a special 
form of virtual communities that consist of authors and readers (Pomerantz & Stutzman, 
2006). Useful information improves product value and reduces customers’ decision cost; 
customers’ knowledge (experience from using products) can also influence others seriously 
(McFadden & Train, 1996). These contents can be generated and shared via virtual 
communities. 

Virtual communities are also an ideal approach for enterprise marketing, enhancing 
product promotion and customer cognition via “word of mouth” (Flavian & Guinaliu, 2005). 
At the same time, enterprises can communicate and interact with customers, building 
long-term relationships. The “relationship marketing” has greater mutual value then 
traditional marketing. Customers operating under good relationships are more willing to buy 
products at higher price, in return for better satisfaction and lower risk (Gronroos, 2004). 

Due to nature of index tracking and disclosure, there are no significant performance 
differences between ETFs. However, investors may have different investment tactics or 
experience (i.e. when to buy, sell or hold fund stocks). ETF companies can attract investors to 
stay by providing them professional advice or services. Yet very few functions of customer 
communities have been provided by ETF information websites. Most of them, like 
Bloomberg.com (http://www.bloomberg.com/), mainly update market data, with virtually no 
features for activities between ETF companies and individual investors. We hence believe that 
there is the need to design an ETF marketing and discussion platform.  

There are also problems in traditional forums and blogs themselves. A forum collects 
contents within it, though users may be discouraged by community culture or others’ 
influence (Lee, 2004). On the other hand, blogs are Web 2.0 applications; users would have 
more freedom via Architecture of Participation. However, there is little aggregation between 
blogs, making their contents too separated to be searched. 

We hence developed the ETF platform’s Web 2.0 meta-architecture via our analysis 
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framework in following sections of this chapter. 

4.3. System Requirements 

The ETF marketing and discussion platform is designed for two major purposes: 
provide marketing activities – especially relationship marketing communications – for ETF 
fund companies, and discussion activities for individuals whom are concerned about ETFs. 
The platform is a Web 2.0 application, which should equip complete features of W2CC. 

We categorized our system requirements into basic Web 2.0 requirements, ETF 
requirements and improvements/other requirements. We also integrated traditional discuss 
forums and blogs to solve their disadvantages. 

1. Basic Web 2.0 requirements 

To make sure the platform would have full Web 2.0 features, we listed basic Web 2.0 
requirements which are commonly seen in many other applications. 

(1)  A web-based application that connect all users over the Internet. 

(2)  User accounts, user channel pages and personalization. 

(3)  User blogs. 

(4)  Public discussion forums. 

(5)  Private messages directly between users. 

(6)  Open and reusable contents (including contents from blogs, discussion forums and 
meta-contents), published and managed freely by users. 

(7)  User relationships (“friends”) management. 

Blogs are actually one kind of user channel page, displaying both user-owned contents 
and identity contents. Hence we combine both as “user blogs”. Users can manage blog setting 
contents but not delete them or add new ones. 

2. ETF requirements 

We examined several ETF-related information websites –Yahoo! Finance ETF Center 
(http://finance.yahoo.com/etf), Bloomberg.com (http://www.bloomberg.com/), 
IndexUniverse.com (http://indexuniverse.com/) and NASDAQ (http://www.nasdaq.com/) – to 
find out what kinds of information are provided for investors: 

(1)  Exchange name of ETF, issuer, symbol, fund family. 

(2)  Current market price and (daily) changes. 

(3)  Net assets value/volume. 

(4)  Performance (i.e. year-to-date return, n year return, yield rate). 

(5)  Last updated time. 

(6)  Education materials. 

(7)  Advertisements. 

(8)  Market news. 

(9)  Other information, analysis, researches, etc. 
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However, our goal was not in designing another information website, but rather an 
investors’ discussion and ETF-related resources sharing center, as well as a marketing channel 
for ETF companies. The platform does not update information by itself; it is updated by users 
who are willing to contribute. It is also useful for sharing investment knowledge and 
analysis/research that is not common on other websites. 

Our requirements for ETF – marketing and discussion activities – are listed below: 

(1)  There would be three kinds of users: ETF company representatives (short for ETF 
company users, who represent their companies themselves), individual users (investors 
and ETF-concerned individuals) and platform managers (provide necessary 
maintenance for the platform). The three types do not overlap to any of the others. 
However, when we simply use the term “users” in this chapter, we are referring to both 
company and individual users. 

(2)  There are two types of primary contents: product and general. Product contents consist 
of static (or near-static) ETF information, with limited management rights among 
individual users; general contents are anything can be contributed on the platform, i.e. 
market data and market news, discussion, analysis opinion or web resources (contents 
on other websites/platforms). The way to link contents are introduced in the next 
section. 

(3)  As above, individual users can publish or manage new product contents by sending 
requests to platform managers. These contents would be published by platform 
managers when requests are approved. ETF company users can publish and manage 
product contents directly; however, if certain product contents already exist, companies 
can request ownership (by sending requests to platform managers) for further 
management. 

(4)  For ETF company users, they can publish marketing messages (advertisements or 
interact communications) via general contents and link to related product contents. 
These contents would be “contact windows” between ETF company users and 
individual users. 

(5)  A special relationship – business relationship – can be established between ETF 
company users and individual users, when latter become customers of particular fund 
companies and interact via the platform. This relationship is different from general 
relationships, and can be created by company users only. 

3. Improvements and Other Requirements 

We added several improvements for this platform; many of them can be realized via 
Web 2.0 concepts. 

(1)  All-Connected Contents 

Currently contents from blogs and discussion forums are usually separated. Although 
blogs provide better environment of active participation, there are no efficient ways to 
aggregate related contents as discussion forums. Our solution is “all-connected contents”: 
contents can be published and shown in different places at the same time on the platform, thus 
maintaining connectivity between blogs and discussion forums. Hence, users can find related 
contents faster and easier. 

Contents on this platform can be linked to any contents (as supplements, replies to 
questions, etc.) and be traced backwards; users would be notified for any newly established 
links to his/her contents. Contents can also link web resources outside the platform, like we 
mentioned in pervious section, dynamic information of ETFs. 
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(2)  Content Bookmarks 

Many Web 2.0 applications enable users to use “bookmark” to mark contents 
contributed by others, for users’ future use and management. 

(3)  Collaborative Tagging 

Metadata – data for data – can improve information resource’s identification, 
description, management and searching (Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006), as well as reflect 
contents’ features. Tags (additional descriptions) are common metadata used in many web 
applications; the collection of tags is called “tag cloud”. 

Collaborative tagging, or “folksonomy”, is a process in which tags are contributed by 
users but not experts or platform managers. This enables richer participation and better point 
of view of users (Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006). Tags can be used as key words and make 
contents be found more easily. Users can create any tags or reuse tags from others. 

(4)  Public Discussion Forums Under Tags 

Many Web 2.0 applications enable users to start their public discuss forums for desired 
topics. However, this is inefficient because some forums are topic-overlapping and 
ill-managed. It would be difficult for users to decide which forum is worth to be in. 

We borrow the idea from Amazon.com (http://www.amazon.com/) – every tag is 
actually a virtual community itself. Users can publish contents under tags forums or add 
contents by tagging them. The most recognized tags (and their forums) would hence become 
popular on the platform. Unlike traditional forums, there is no central management in tag 
forums. 

For a more stable platform, a tag should not be modified or deleted by users once it is 
generated. 

(5)  Recommendation and User Reputation System 

We also need to enhance users’ ability of searching unknown but useful contents on the 
platform, reduce the “information overload” – unable to find and decide needed contents duo 
to too many resources existed. 

Recommendation systems are features used in many electronic commerce websites. 
There are two major methods (Burke, 2002; Wang, de Vries & Reinders, 2006): 

a. Collaborative filtering: based on users’ rating, searching contents rated by similar users 
(user-based) or contents that received similar (or highest) ratings from users who have 
rated this content (item-based). 

b. Content-based filtering: based on contents’ feature (key words, description, etc.) and 
sort results by average rating. 

Rating can be active (score or replies) or passive (view counts, number of being linked 
or bookmarked). Collaborative filtering can find out relationships between wide areas, but 
may have the problem of “sparsity” due to insufficient rating data (from active rating). 
Content-based filtering has no such problem, but results are limited within the same area. 

We adopt both methods for the ETF platform’s recommendation system. When a user 
searches by using key words, we use content-based filtering to give results: when he/she 
views certain content, we provide “related contents” by combining item-based collaborative 
filtering and content-based filtering. 

Beside the recommendation system, we also use reputation system, a rating mechanism 
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for users themselves, which reflects users’ total recognized activities and contribution. These 
rating can reduce negative or incorrect contents on the platform, and increase motive of 
voluntary participation. 

The recommendation methods we adopt are listed in Table 5. 

Table 5. Recommendation and reputation system of The ETF platform 
Search related contents 1. If a user is searching by key words, find contents with similar features and 

sort by weighted average rating (see below). 
2. If a user is viewing one content, find contents that are related to this content 

(see below). 
Search related contents (when 
viewing one content) 

By priority from high to low: 
1. Contents that have been rated by same users 
2. Contents that have similar features (bear similar tags or key words) 
3. Contents that have already linked to this content 
4. Contents that have been bookmarked by same users 

Calculation of weighted 
average rating (importance) 
of one content 

1. Average rating score (30%) 
2. View count (30%) 
3. Number of being linked (not counting contents from the same users) (20%) 
4. Number of being bookmarked (20%) 

Calculation of user reputation 
score 

1. Average of his/her contents’ total weighted average rating (60%) 
2. Average contributed score given to others (40%) 
3. Number of published inappropriate contents (that marked by platform 

managers; each deducts reputation score for 5%) 

(6)  Inappropriate Contents and Users Control 

Web 2.0 concepts do no grantee quality of generated contents. For contents containing 
incorrect or inappropriate data/information/knowledge, they certainly would gain negative 
rating from other users and reduce the chance to be viewed. But we still need to control them 
if necessary. 

On our platform, users can “vote” contents as “inappropriate”. If there are enough users 
(20 counts in our platform) voting so, this content would be marked as inappropriate, 
temporary concealed and notify the user and platform managers for taking actions (whether to 
modify or delete the content). 

If a user published enough contents (5 counts on our platform) which has been 
recognized as inappropriate, or has been reported to publish false or illegal information, 
platform managers would receive notification as well – to modify or delete reported user’s 
account. 

(7)  User Verification 

Because investors may gain interest and contact ETF companies for further 
information/knowledge and even start a new relationship, it is important that users should 
have verified identities to avoid frauds or other problems. A user would need to submit social 
identity code, real name, birthday, telephone number and email address. An account can be 
activated only via verification emails. Account requests from company users are required to 
be examined by platform managers. 

(8)  Content Privacy 

Although mot contents on a Web 2.0 platform should be open and reusable, sometimes 
users may wish to “hide” certain contents for privacy – these contents can be viewed/used by 
its owner and maybe few others. Users may lock owned product or general contents; private 
messages are automatically invisible except related senders and receivers. 
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4.4. Web 2.0 Meta-Architecture Analysis for the ETF Platform 

1. Web 2.0 Instance-Models Analysis 

(1)  Identify Users and Contents 

The identified types of users and contents are listed in Table 6. These types are not 
overlapping to any other. 

Table 6. Users and contents of the ETF platform 
Users 
Type 

ETF company 
representatives (or 
company users) 

Users that represent the ETF companies  

Individual users Users that are not representing any companies, especially individual 
investors, researchers, etc. 

Platform managers Users that are not directly involved into ETF marketing and discussion 
activities, but monitor and manage special situations and technical problems 
when necessary. 

Contents 
Type 

ETF product contents 
(or product contents) 

Contents that indicate certain ETF products and related information 

General contents Any supplied resources about ETF: questions, replies, discussions, 
marketing messages, etc. Note that links between contents and ratings are 
included in both product and general contents. 

Tags Description meta-content for product and general contents. 
Bookmarks Contents marking for users’ future usage. 
Private messages Private contents that viewed only by senders and receivers. 
User system accounts Login identity data and active status on the platform 
User identity contents Indicate data/information about a user. 
User blog settings Setting contents for blog (and user channel page) displaying. 
User relationship 
contents 

Indicate “general” and “business” relationships on the platform. 

User account content These kinds of contents include crucial contents that are not allowed to be 
changed by company and general users: account ID, account type 
(company, individual users or platform managers), account status (new 
requested/activated/suspended), email address, statistics of user activities 
(like published contents, account activate data, user reputation score, etc.). 
These contents are not used in any of the Web 2.0 operations. 

(2)  Identify, Map Operations and Identify Constraints 

We identified operations from contents, then mapped them to users and identified 
constraints. The results are listed in Table 7 (similar operations are combined into one row). 

Table 7. Web 2.0 operations of the ETF platform 
Operation Operated 

contents 
Mapped 
users 

Constraints Indicated 
W2CC 

Publish/generate 
a new content 

General 
contents, tags, 
bookmarks, 
private 
messages, user 
identity 
contents, user 
relationship 
contents 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. Business relationship contents can be 

only published by company users 

Architecture 
of 
Participation

Publish/generate 
a new product 
content (1) 

Product 
contents 

Company Login needed Architecture 
of 
Participation

Publish/generate 
a new product 
content (2) 

Product 
contents 

Individual 1. Login needed 
2. Not publish the content directly but 

send a request first 

Architecture 
of 
Participation

Manage 
(modify, delete, 

Any contents Company 
and 

1. Login needed 
2. Contents must be “owned” (as 

Architecture 
of 
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tag, bookmark) 
a content 

individual previous content publishers) 
3. Only product and general contents can 

be tagged and bookmarked; doing so 
is required a tag or bookmark 
published first 

4. Only contents that are not bookmarked 
can be bookmarked 

5. Private messages can only be deleted 
6. User identity contents and user blog 

settings can only be modified 
7. Users cannot have relationship 

contents to themselves 
8. Business relationship contents can be 

only modified and delete by company 
users 

9. Product contents and tag can be 
modified by requesting platform 
managers, but can be deleted only by 
platform managers 

10. Company users can modify owned 
product contents directly 

Participation

Link a content Product or 
general contents 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. A content cannot be linked to itself 

Social 
Architecture

Rate a content Product and 
general contents 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. Cannot rate owned contents 

Social 
Architecture

Send a 
generated 
private message 
to other user(s) 

Private 
messages 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. An owned private message needed 

Social 
Architecture

View/use a 
content 

Any contents Company 
and 
individual 

User blog settings and private messages can 
only by seen by owner users (and receivers) 

Collective 
Intelligence

Assign 
published 
contents to user 
blog or tag 
forums 

Product and 
general contents 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. Contents and the user blog must be 

owned 

Collective 
Intelligence

Use 
content-based 
filtering for 
searching 
recommendation 

Product and 
general 
contents, tags 

Company 
and 
individual 

Need keywords or a viewing content as 
base 

Collective 
Intelligence

Use item-based 
collaborative 
filtering for 
related contents 
recommendation 

Product and 
general 
contents, tags, 
bookmarks 

Company 
and 
individual 

1. Login needed 
2. Need initial product or general content 

(viewing/using) 

Collective 
Intelligence
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(3)  Identify and Map Non-Operational Features 

Here we identified and mapped non-operation features to users, operations or contents. 
If a non-operation feature is mapped to an operation, it is mapped to related users and 
contents of the operation automatically as well. 

Table 8. Web 2.0 non-operation features of the ETF platform 
Non-operational features Mapped factors Indicated W2CC 
User virtual environment USER: Company and individual users Web Platform 
Liberty to contribute 
contents 

1. OPERATION: publish (generate) a new content 
2. OPERATION: publish a new product content (by 

company or individual users) 

Architecture of 
Participation 

Right to manage owned 
contents 

OPERATION: manage (modify, delete, tag, bookmark) a 
content 

Architecture of 
Participation 

Interaction, 
communication or 
feedback 

1. USER: company and individual users 
2. CONTENT: private messages 
3. OPERATION: link contents and rate contents 
4. OPERATION: add and manage user/business relationships 

Social Architecture

Sharing contents 1. USE: company and individual users 
2. CONTENT: product and general contents, tags, 

bookmarks 

Social Architecture

Form virtual 
communities 

USER: company and individual users Social Architecture

Aggregation of contents CONTENT: product and general contents, tags, bookmarks Collective 
Intelligence 

Open and reusable 
contents 

1. CONTENT: product and general contents, tags, 
bookmarks 

2. OPERATION: view (use) contents, assign a product or 
general contents to user blog or tag forums, use 
content-based and item-based filtering recommendation 

Collective 
Intelligence 

Identity management and 
personalization 

1. USER: company and individual users 
2. CONTENT: user identity contents, user blog settings and 

user relationship contents 

Identity and 
Personalization 

(4)  Generate and Specify Web 2.0 Instance-Models 

The generated Web 2.0 instance-models of The ETF platform are in Table 9. We use the 
“A” prefix and sequence numbers as ID for the instance-models. Note that some constraints 
listed in table 7 were be eliminated when we separated operation and related user/content 
components to minimum in every instance-models. 

Table 9. Specification of Web 2.0 instance-models of the ETF platform 
ID Indicated 

W2CC 
User(s) Operation and constraints Content(s) Non-operation 

feature(s) 
A1 Web Platform Company 

or 
individual 

None None User virtual 
environment 

A2 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

General 
contents 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A3 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Tags Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A4 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Bookmarks Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A5 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Private 
messages 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A6 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User identity 
contents 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 
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A7 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Publish/generate a new 
content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
no relationship to user 
him/herself allowed 

User 
relationship 
contents 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A8 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company Publish/generate a new 
product content (1) 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Product 
contents 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A9 Architecture of 
Participation 

Individual Publish/generate a new 
product content (2) 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
send request to platform 
managers 

Product 
contents 

Liberty to contribute 
contents 

A10 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a general content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

General 
contents 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A11 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a product content or 
tag 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Product 
contents, tags 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A12 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Delete a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Product or 
general contents

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A13 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Bookmarks Right to manage 
owned contents 

A14 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Delete a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Bookmarks Right to manage 
owned contents 

A15 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Tag a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
a tag to be published first 

Product or 
general contents

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A16 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Bookmark a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
a book to be published first 

Product or 
general contents

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A17 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Delete a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Private 
messages 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A18 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User identity 
contents 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A19 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User blog 
settings 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A20 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Modify a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User 
relationship 
contents 
(general) 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A21 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company 
and 
individual 

Delete a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User 
relationship 
contents 
(general) 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A22 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company Modify a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User 
relationship 
contents 
(business) 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A23 Architecture of 
Participation 

Company Delete a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

User 
relationship 
contents 
(business) 

Right to manage 
owned contents 

A24 Social 
Architecture 

Company 
and 
individual 

None Product or 
general 
contents, tags 

Sharing contents 

A25 Social 
Architecture 

Company 
and 
individual 

Link a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Product or 
general contents

Interaction, 
communication or 
feedback 

A26 Social Company Rate a content Product or Interaction, 
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Architecture and 
individual 

CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
cannot rate owned contents 

general contents communication or 
feedback 

A27 Social 
Architecture 

Company 
and 
individual 

Send a generated private 
message to other user(s) 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
private message needed 

Private 
messages 

Interaction, 
communication or 
feedback 

A28 Social 
Architecture 

Company 
and 
individual 

None None Form virtual 
communities 

A29 Collective 
Intelligence 

None None Product or 
general 
contents, tags, 
bookmarks 

Aggregation of 
contents 

A30 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

View/use a content Product or 
general 
contents, tags, 
bookmarks 

Open and reusable 
contents 

A31 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

View/use a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
can be only seen by senders 
and receivers 

Private 
messages 

None 

A32 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

View/use a content User identity 
contents 

Open and reusable 
contents 

A33 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

View/use a content 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
can be only seen by content 
owners 

User blog 
settings 

None 

A34 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

View/use a content User 
relationship 
contents 

Open and reusable 
contents 

A35 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

Assign a published product or 
general content to user blog or 
tag forums 
CONSTRAINT: login needed

Product or 
general contents

Open and reusable 
contents 

A36 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

Use content-based filtering for 
searching recommendation 

Product or 
general 
contents, tags 

Open and reusable 
contents 

A37 Collective 
Intelligence 

Company 
and 
individual 

Use item-based collaborative 
filtering for related contents 
recommendation 
CONSTRAINT: login needed, 
initial product or general 
content needed 

Product or 
general 
contents, tags, 
bookmarks 

Open and reusable 
contents 

A38 User Company, 
individual 
and 
platform 
managers 

None None None 

A39 Identity and 
Personalization 

Company 
and 
individual 

None User identity 
contents 

Identity management 
and personalization 

A40 Identity and 
Personalization 

Company 
and 
individual 

None User blog 
settings 

Identity management 
and personalization 

A41 Identity and 
Personalization 

Company 
and 
individual 

None User 
relationship 
contents 

Identity management 
and personalization 
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2. Use Cases Transform Analysis 

(1)  Transform We 2.0 Instance-Models Into Use Cases 

Naturally, actors on the platform are the three kinds of users in Table 6: company users, 
individual users and platform managers. The former two are primary actors; the latter one are 
the secondary actor. The Web 2.0 instance-model of A38 (“Uses”) is not transformed into use 
case but system actors in this step. 

We use the “B” prefix and sequence numbers as ID for the use cases. Transformed use 
cases from We 2.0 instance-models are listed in Table 10.  

Table 10. Web 2.0 FR and NFR use cases of the ETF platform 
ID Use Case Type Source of Web 2.0 

instance-models 
Associated actors 

B1 Publish/generate a general content FR A2 Company and individual users 
B2 Publish/generate a tag FR A3 Company and individual users 
B3 Publish/generate a bookmark FR A4 Company and individual users 
B4 Publish/generate a private message FR A5 Company and individual users 
B5 Publish/generate a user identity content FR A6 Company and individual users 
B6 Publish/generate a user relationship 

content 
FR A7 Company and individual users 

B7 Publish/generate a new product content 
(1) 

FR A8 Company users 

B8 Publish/generate a new product content 
(2) 

FR A9 Individual users 

B9 Modify a general content FR A10 Company and individual users 
B10 Modify a product content or tag FR A11 Company and individual users 
B11 Delete a general content FR A12 Company and individual users 
B12 Modify a bookmark FR A13 Company and individual users 
B13 Delete a bookmark FR A14 Company and individual users 
B14 Tag a product or general content FR A15 Company and individual users 
B15 Bookmark a product or general content FR A16 Company and individual users 
B16 Delete a private message FR A17 Company and individual users 
B17 Modify a user identity content FR A18 Company and individual users 
B18 Modify a user blog setting FR A19 Company and individual users 
B19 Modify a user relationship content 

(general) 
FR A20 Company and individual users 

B20 Delete a user relationship content 
(general) 

FR A21 Company and individual users 

B21 Modify a user relationship content 
(business) 

FR A22 Company users 

B22 Delete a user relationship content 
(business) 

FR A23 Company users 

B23 Link a product or general content FR A25 Company and individual users 
B24 Rate a product or general content FR A26 Company and individual users 
B25 Send a generated private message to other 

user(s) 
FR A27 Company and individual users 

B26 View/use a product or general content, a 
tag or a bookmark 

FR A30 Company and individual users 

B27 View/use a private message FR A31 Company and individual users 
B28 View/use a user identity content FR A32 Company and individual users 
B29 View/use a user blog setting FR A33 Company and individual users 
B30 View/use a user relationship content FR A34 Company and individual users 
B31 Assign a published product or general 

content to user blog or tag forums 
FR A35 Company and individual users 

B32 Use content-based filtering for searching 
recommendation 

FR A36 Company and individual users 

B33 Use item-based collaborative filtering for 
related contents recommendation 

FR A37 Company and individual users 

B34 Create web virtual environment NFR A1 None 
B35 Liberty to contribute contents NFR A2-A9 None 
B36 Right to manage owned contents NFR A10-A21 None 
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B37 Sharing contents NFR A24 None 
B38 Interaction, communication or feedback NFR A25-A27 None 
B39 Form virtual communities NFR A28 None 
B40 Aggregation of contents NFR A29 None 
B41 Open and reusable contents NFR A30, A33-A37 None 
B42 Identity management and personalization NFR A39-A41 None 

(2)  Complete Non-Web 2.0 Use Cases 

Table 11 listed FR that did not fit in Web 2.0 concepts, in the way that similar to Web 
2.0 instance-models analysis. NFR that did not fit in Web 2.0 core concepts are listed in Table 
12 (for demonstration, we did not listed NFR such as system stability or security). 

The FR and NFR above were transformed into use cases in Table 13, similar to the way 
we did in previous sections. 

Table 11. Non-Web 2.0 FR of the ETF platform 
Requirement operation Operated contents Related users Constraints 
Login account User account content All users None 
Request for new account User account content Company and 

individual 
None 

Account verification User account content Company and 
individual 

When a user request for a new account 

View user blogs or tag 
forums 

Tags, user blog 
settings 

Company and 
individual 

None 

Process the request of 
modifying a product content 
or tag 

Product and general 
contents 

Platform 
managers 

1. Login needed 
2. When a modification request is 

sent 
Mark and report a content 
as inappropriate 

Product and general 
contents, tags, user 
identity contents 

Company and 
individual 

Login needed 

Manage (modify or delete) 
a reported inappropriate 
content 

Product and general 
contents, tags, user 
identity contents 

Platform 
managers 

1. Login needed 
2. When a content is reported by 10 

users as “inappropriate” 
Manage (modify or delete) 
an inappropriate user 
account 

User account content Platform 
managers 

1. Login needed 
2. When a user has over 10 

recognized inappropriate contents, 
than he/she would be reported as 
inappropriate. 

Request to claim a product 
content’s ownership 

Product content Company users Login needed 
 

Approve request to publish 
a product content 

Product content Platform 
managers 

1. Login needed 
2. When a request is made by 

individual users 
Assign ownership of a 
product content to requester 

Product content Platform 
managers 

1. Login needed 
2. When a ownership request is sent 

Lock a content Product and general 
contents, bookmarks, 
user identity 
contents, user 
relationship contents

Company and 
individual 

Login needed 
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Table 12. Non-Web 2.0 NFR of the ETF platform 
Non-operation feature Influenced FR or use cases 
Contents publish or modification need 
approved 

1. Modify a product content or tag (Web 2.0 use case) 
2. Process the request of modifying a product content or tag 
3. Approve request to publish a product content 

Inappropriate content to be controlled 1. Mark and report a content as inappropriate 
2. Manage (modify or delete) a reported inappropriate content 

Inappropriate user to be controlled 1. Manage (modify or delete) a reported inappropriate content 
2. Manage (modify or delete) an inappropriate user account 

Content privacy 1. Lock a content 
2. Publish/generate a private message (Web 2.0 use case) 
3. Delete a private message (Web 2.0 use case) 

Table 13. Non-Web 2.0 use cases of the ETP platform 
No. Use case Type 
B43 Login account FR 
B44 Request for new account FR 
B45 Account verification FR 
B46 View user blogs or tag forums FR 
B47 Process the request of modifying a product content FR 
B48 Mark a content as inappropriate FR 
B49 Modify a reported inappropriate content FR 
B50 Delete a reported inappropriate content FR 
B51 Modify an inappropriate user account FR 
B52 Delete an inappropriate user account FR 
B53 Request to claim a product content’s ownership FR 
B54 Approve request to publish a product content FR 
B55 Assign ownership of a product content to requester FR 
B56 Lock a content FR 
B57 Contents publish or modification need approved NFR 
B58 Inappropriate content to be controlled NFR 
B59 Inappropriate user to be controlled NFR 
B60 Content privacy NFR 

(3)  Identify and Solve Conflicts of NFR Use Cases 

We found several NFR conflicts (negative influences) between Table 10 and 12: 

a. “Right to manage owned contents” and “contents publish or modification need 
approved”: product contents and tags may be widely used and should not be changed 
freely by users. Hence when a user wishes to modify one of them, he/she would send a 
request to platform managers and wait for approval. The content would be modified 
only if the request is approved. 

b. “Right to manage owned contents” and “inappropriate content to be controlled”: 
generally users are allowed to manage their own contents and being uncontrolled. 
However, we still need to have absolute control if contents are reported inappropriate. 

c. “Liberty to contribute contents” and “contents publish or modification need approved”: 
if a individual user publish a new product content, platform managers would receive a 
request. Thus reduces incorrect or inappropriate ETF product contents that might be 
used by other users. 

d. “Personalization” and “inappropriate user to be controlled”: as above, a user is allowed 
to manage his/her identity contents (personalization). But platform managers can 
modify or delete a user’s account 

e. “Open and reusable contents” and “content privacy”: in some occasion, users may wish 
to lock their published product or general contents so that they are invisible (not open 
as well as reusable) to other users. Private messages are automatically invisible as well. 
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f. “Sharing contents” and “contents privacy”: when a content is private, it cannot be 
shared, or allowed limited sharing (like senders and receivers of private messages). 

We identify influences and assign priorities to NFR use cases as in Table 14: 

Table 14. Influences and priorities of NFR of the ETF platform 
NFR Influences to other NFR Priorities (high, 

normal or low) 
User virtual environment  Normal 
Liberty to contribute contents Aggregation of contents (positive) Normal 
Right to manage owned contents Identity management and personalization 

(positive) 
Normal 

Sharing contents  Normal 
Interaction, communication or feedback  Normal 
Form virtual communities  Normal 
Aggregation of contents  Normal 
Open and reusable contents Sharing contents (positive) Normal 
Identity management and personalization  Normal 
Contents publish or modification need 
approved 

1. Liberty to contribute contents (negative) 
2. Right to manage owned contents (negative) 

High 

Inappropriate content to be controlled Right to manage owned contents (negative) High 
Inappropriate user to be controlled Identity management and personalization 

(negative) 
High 

Content privacy 1. Open and reusable contents (negative) 
2. Sharing contents (negative) 

High 

(4)  Identify Relationships of Use Cases 

All relationships of use cases we identified are listed in Table 15. 

Table 15. Use case relationships of the ETF platform 
Type Start use case Relationship Connected target 
FR Publish/generate a general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Publish/generate a general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Publish/generate a tag Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Publish/generate a bookmark Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Publish/generate a private message Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Publish/generate a user identity 

content 
Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Publish/generate a user relationship 
content 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Publish/generate a new product 
content (1) 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Publish/generate a new product 
content (2) 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Modify a general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Modify a product content or tag Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Delete a general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Modify a bookmark Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Delete a bookmark Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Tag a product or general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Tag a product or general content Include USE CASE: Publish/generate a tag 
FR Bookmark a product or general 

content 
Include USE CASE: Publish/generate a bookmark 

FR Bookmark a product or general 
content 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Delete a private message Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Modify a user identity content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Modify a user blog setting Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Modify a user relationship content 

(general) 
Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Delete a user relationship content 
(general) 

Include USE CASE: Login account 
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FR Modify a user relationship content 
(business) 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Delete a user relationship content 
(business) 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Link a product or general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Rate a product or general content Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Send a generated private message to 

other user(s) 
Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Send a generated private message to 
other user(s) 

Include USE CASE: Publish/generate a private 
message 

FR View/use a private message Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR View/use a user blog setting Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Assign a published product or 

general content to user blog or tag 
forums 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Use item-based collaborative 
filtering for related contents 
recommendation 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Process the request for modifying a 
product content or tag 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Process the request for modifying a 
product content or tag 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Process the request for modifying a 
product content or tag 

Include USE CASE: Modify a product content or tag 

FR Account verification Include USE CASE: Request for a new account 
FR Modify a reported inappropriate 

content 
Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Modify a reported inappropriate 
content 

Include USE CASE: Mark a content as inappropriate 

FR Delete a reported inappropriate 
content 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Delete a reported inappropriate 
content 

Include USE CASE: Mark a content as inappropriate 

FR Modify an inappropriate user 
account 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Modify an inappropriate user 
account 

Include USE CASE: Mark a content as inappropriate 

FR Delete an inappropriate user account Include USE CASE: Login account 
FR Delete an inappropriate user account Include USE CASE: Mark a content as inappropriate 
FR Assign ownership of a product 

content to requester 
Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Assign ownership of a product 
content to requester 

Include USE CASE: Request to claim a product 
content's ownership 

FR Approve request to publish a 
product content 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Approve request to publish a 
product content 

Include USE CASE: Publish/generate a new product 
content (2) 

FR Use item-based collaborative 
filtering for related contents 
recommendation 

Include USE CASE: Login account 

FR Use item-based collaborative 
filtering for related contents 
recommendation 

Include USE CASE: View/use a product or general 
content, a tag or a bookmark 

NFR User virtual environment Warp ACTOR: Company users 
NFR User virtual environment Warp ACTOR: Individual users 
NFR User virtual environment Warp ACTOR: Platform managers 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a general 

content 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a tag 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a bookmark 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a private 

message 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a user identity 

content 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a user 
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relationship content 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a new product 

content (1) 
NFR Liberty to contribute contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Publish/generate a new product 

content (2) 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a general content 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a product content or tag 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Delete a general content 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a bookmark 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Delete a bookmark 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Tag a product or general content
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Bookmark a product or general 

content 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Delete a private message 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a user identity content 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a user blog setting 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a user relationship 

content (general) 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Delete a user relationship 

content (general) 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Modify a user relationship 

content (business) 
NFR Right to manage owned contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Delete a user relationship 

content (business) 
NFR Sharing contents Overlap (after) USER: Company users 
NFR Sharing contents Overlap (after) USER: Individual users 
NFR Sharing contents Overlap (after) CONTENT:  

Product and general contents 
NFR Interaction, communication or 

feedback 
Overlap (after) USE CASE: Link a product or general 

content 
NFR Interaction, communication or 

feedback 
Overlap (after) USE CASE: Rate a product or general content

NFR Interaction, communication or 
feedback 

Overlap (after) USE CASE: Send a generated private 
message to other user(s) 

NFR Form virtual communities Overlap (after) USER: Company users 
NFR Form virtual communities Overlap (after) USER: Individual users 
NFR Aggregation of contents Warp CONTENT: Product and general contents 
NFR Aggregation of contents Warp CONTENT: Tags 
NFR Aggregation of contents Warp CONTENT: Bookmarks 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: View/use a product or general 

content, a tag or a bookmark 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: View/use a product or general 

content, a tag or a bookmark 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: View/use a user identity content 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Assign a published product or 

general contents to user blog or tag forums 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Use content-based filtering for 

searching recommendation 
NFR Open and reusable contents Overlap (before) USE CASE: Use item-based collaborative 

filtering for related contents recommendation
NFR Identity management and 

personalization 
Warp CONTENT: User identity contents 

NFR Identity management and 
personalization 

Warp CONTENT: User blog settings 

NFR Identity management and 
personalization 

Warp CONTENT: User relationship contents 

NFR Contents publish or modification 
need approved 

Warp USE CASE: Modify a product content or tag 

NFR Contents publish or modification 
need approved 

Warp USE CASE: Approve request to publish a 
product content 

NFR Inappropriate content to be 
controlled 

Warp USE CASE: Modify a reported inappropriate 
content 

NFR Inappropriate content to be 
controlled 

Warp USE CASE: Delete a reported inappropriate 
content 

NFR Inappropriate user to be controlled Warp USE CASE: Modify an inappropriate user 
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account 
NFR Inappropriate user to be controlled Warp USE CASE: Delete an inappropriate user 

account 
NFR Content privacy Warp USE CASE: Publish/generate a private 

message 
NFR Content privacy Warp USE CASE: Delete a private message 
NFR Content privacy Warp USE CASE: Lock a content 

(5)  Generate and Specify Use Case Diagrams 

After generating all use cases and their relationships, we generated a single use case 
diagram for our ETF platform (Figures 12-14). We also categorized use cases under six 
W2CC or “other requirements” packages, representing application’s Web 2.0 
meta-architecture in UML. Complete specification of these use cases are listed in appendix. 

Our CASE tool of choice for generating graphic results is Visual Paradigm for UML 
6.0 Enterprise Edition. Like many others, there are no capacities for either cross-cutting 
relationships or content-indications in this tool; we hence re-named “dependencies” as 
substitutes of NFR relationships, and use “notes” as additional indicated contents. 
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Figure 12. Use case diagram of the ETF platform (part I) 
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Figure 13. Use case diagram of the ETF platform (part II) 
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Figure 14. Use case diagram of the ETF platform (part III) 
 (*Note for Figure 12-14: blue use cases represent FR use cases; red use cases represent NFR 

aspectual use cases. Part II is at the right of part I; part III is below part I and part of part II.) 
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